LEARNING COVENANT WORKSHEET

The Learning Covenant is a detailed educational plan developed for each ministry rotation. This plan should be worked out in consultation with the proposed mentor or supervisor and the Director of Ministry Formation. A completed learning covenant for a rotation should address all of the issues described below in parts A - D; two or three pages will be sufficient.

A. Outline of the Ministry Rotation
   1. Describe the components of the rotation, including your responsibilities and/or activities.
   2. Provide a proposed timeline that lists all scheduling. Include a date for handing in the rotation evaluations.
   3. Comment on how this rotation will contribute to your preparation for ministry.

B. Mentoring Process
   1. Describe the method(s) of supervision.
   2. State how you anticipate the supervisory sessions will influence the quality of the rotation.

C. Resources
   1. Identify any persons, organizations and/or materials that will serve as resources for this rotation.
   2. List bibliography. (Students should read at least two current books related to the ministry field of the rotation.)

D. Learning Objectives
   1. State what knowledge (content) you expect to gain through participation in the rotation.
   2. Describe the ministry skills you would like to develop.
   3. Discuss the kinds of personal/spiritual growth you hope will occur.

***Important: A learning covenant must be approved before a rotation can be registered.